
Data Solution LTD

Who We Are
  

Based in London, England and with  many years experience, Data Solution specializes in
various fields of web designing including graphic   designing, web programming, web
consultancy, web hosting, website   management as well as website maintenance. Being an
experienced and   respected web designing company, we completely understand your need for 
 uniqueness and thus we thrive to provide you with content that is not   only original but also
creative at a much lower price than our   competitors.

  

The main reason that  we offer such  lower prices, to not only our existing customers but also 
our new  customers, is that we are taking advantage of offshore  outsourcing for  our
development operations to London, England. This  offshore operation has  reduced the
distances and enabled us to  communicate with people  thousands of miles away, within a
heartbeat.

  Personal Touch  

Being  a small company we at Data Solution are  able to give our customers a much 
personalized web content then our  competitors in the field. We keep our  customers in direct
contact with  our web designer and developer to  ensure that they are working in the  right
direction, so that our  customers are fully aware of the status of  their projects through mock 
layouts and test pages. We have a close  relationship with all our  customers and there is
always someone to whom  they can talk whenever  the need arises.

  Global Reach  

We  provide our services to customers from  United States, Canada, UK and Balkans. We also
take advantage of the  internet so that our clients  are able to contact us from anywhere in  the
world, should the need  arise. You can read our Step-by-Step guide  in order to understand how
 we work.

  Global Team  

We have a global   team that can meet  you in person anywhere to close the deal.
 We unleash your web presence
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